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Topics
1. Mission of JETRO and IDE
2. Overview of ARRIDE
3. Linkage with outside databases
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Mission of JETRO and IDE（1）
IDE’s research activities
・ To accumulate locally-grounded 
knowledge in developing countries
・ To disseminate a better 
understanding domestically and 
abroad
・ To facilitate cooperation between 
Japan and the international 
community
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Mission of JETRO and IDE（2）
Role of IDE Library
・ To support basic and comprehensive
research
・ To collect materials on subject fields
・ To disseminate the findings of surveys 
and research studies
Role of Institutional RepositoryーARRIDE
・ To provide ready access to research 
output in a timely manner
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Overview of ARRIDE（1）
Organization
・ Committee for IR
・ Working Group
System development
・ Open Access data 
provider
・ Use of DSpace
https://ir.ide.go.jp/dspace/index.html
http://www.ide.go.jp/English/Library/Ir/
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Overview of ARRIDE（3）















































・ Quality to maintain Institute’s 
prestige
Content policy
・ Peer-reviewed articles by IDE 
researchers currently employed
・ IDE discussion papers
Newsletter to promote deposit
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Overview of ARRIDE（5）
Issues of copyright
The institute owns the “Copyright”
Authors own “Moral right of author”
IDE publications
Publisher owns the “Copyright”
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Overview of ARRIDE（6）
Collection overview [as of 2008/1/23]
42
items
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Linkage with outside databases（1）
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Linkage with outside databases（2）
Overview of Research Papers in 
Economics, RePEc http://repec.org/
What it is
・ Decentralized relational archive in 
economics and social sciences
Who sustains it
・ Mixed group of volunteers
Who participates in Japan
・ 11 institutions to provide metadata
(3 research institutions, 8 universities)
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RePEcEconPapers
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Linkage with outside databases（4）
To submit metadata to RePEc
・ Automatic harvesting program 
with Perl programming language
・ Extracts metadata and converts 
into RePEc archive template, ReDIF
・ Transferred by FTP or HTTP
http://edirc.repec.org/data/idegvjp.html
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Linkage with outside databases（5）
ReDIF-Article
• Template-Type: ReDIF-Article 1.0
• Author-Name: Sato, Yuri
• Title: Bank restructuring and financial institution 
reform in Indonesia
• Abstract: The banking sector underwent drastic 
reform in post-crisis Indonesia. Bank restructuring,
• Classification-JEL:  G21
• Keywords: Financial institutions, Banks, 
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Sustainable repository: Our future （1）
The importance of Institutional 
repository
・ Public accountability
・ The practical value
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Sustainable repository: Our future （2）
Sato, Yuri. ‘Bank restructuring and financial 
institution reform in Indonesia.’ The Developing 
Economies 43.1 (2005.3): 91-120
Search results




Full text of this 
article
@ ARRIDE
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Sustainable repository: Our future （3）
By collaborating with the world
・ Broaden the opportunity to be
recognized in the scholarly 
community
・ Create and manage access in 
scholarly communications
10
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